Abstract. We describe a weakly mixing 1-dimensional tiling dynamical system in which the tiling space is modeled by a surface M of genus 2. The tiling system satis es an in ation, and the in ation map is modeled by a pseudo-Anosov di eomorphism D on M . The expansion coe cient for D is a non-Pisot number. In particular, the leaves of the expanding foliation for D are tiled by their visits to the elements of a Markov partition for D. The tiling dynamical system is an almost 1:1 extension of the unit speed ow along these leaves.
Introduction
In this paper we construct an example of a weakly mixing 1-dimensional tiling dynamical system e V; t cf 10 , 11 , 3 that satis es an in ation map E with an expansion coe cient that is not a Pisot number. By a result of B. Solomyak 11 it follows that t i s a w eakly mixing ow. The tiling space e V is modeled by a surface M of genus 2, and the in ation E is an almost 1:1 extension of a pseudoAnosov di eomorphism D on M with expansion . The tiling ow t is an almost 1:1 extension of the unit speed ow along the nonsingular leaves of the expanding foliation for D. The tiling ow t is obtained as a suspension of a weakly mixing interval exchange transformation.
The example in this paper should be compared to the 2-dimensional Penrose tiling dynamical system cf 10 , which is modeled by a group of rotations on one 6-pronged singularity with total angle 6. In the tiling space e V, this singular leaf splits" into six di erent tilings, which pair o according to their common past or common future. Thus, typical points on the singular leaf have 2 preimages, but the singular point itself has 6 preimages.
The explicit construction of a pseudo-Anosov di eomorphism with a non-Pisot expansion is of some independent interest. P. Arnoux 2 constructed a pseudoAnosov di eomorphism on a surface of genus 3 with a Pisot expansion coe cient satisfying 3 , 2 , , 1 = 0. He showed that this example is an almost 1:1 extension of an Anosov di eomorphism on the 3-torus. In earlier work 1 he constructed, for each g 2, a pseudo-Anosov di eomorphism on a surface of genus g with an expansion that is Pisot of degree g.
The example in this paper was obtained by using the general recipe of W. Veech 14 for constructing pseudo-Anosov di eomorphisms. In this method, based on the theory of Rauzy induction 9 , the surface M is the phase space of a suspension of a self-inducing interval exchange transformation. The construction described here requires for its initiation, an interval exchange transformation T that induces itself on a subinterval whose length is a non-Pisot fraction of the length of the original interval. The use of Rauzy induction to nd such an example T is described in 5 .
2. The Interval Exchange Transformation T We begin by de ning an interval exchange transformation T on an interval J. Recall that a Pisot number is a real algebraic integer 1, all of whose conjugates have modulus less than 1 12 . We show that this transformation T induces" itself on a subinterval J 0 of J, where the ratio jJj=jJ 0 j is not a Pisot number. Since T is 1:1, T n k s 1 6 = T n k s 2 . Suppose T n k s 1 T n k s 2 , which can occur when k = 2 ; 3; or 4. Then, s 1 n k = 1; 2; :::; or k , 1 and s 2 n k = k;k+ 1 ; :::; or 4. Suppose T n k s 1 T n k s 2 , which can occur when k = 1; 2; or 3. Then, s 1 n k = 4 and s 2 n k = 1 ; 2; or 3. This shows that s 1 n k 6 = s 2 n k , which is a contradiction. Let 0. Choose L 0 such that l for l L. Then, for any k1 u; k2 u 2 Ou with u k1 :::u k1+l = u k2 :::u k2+l we h a ve k1 u; k2 u 2 l j=0 T ,j J u k 1 +j . But this set has diameter l , so j k1 u , k2 uj . Therefore, we can extend to a continuous map on X since Ou is dense in X.
To In Section 6 we are going to consider the future and past images of s 2 J. For this reason it will be important to extend 1-sided substitution space X A N to a 2-sided substitution space X A Z cf 8 . In particular, if we extend to a map : J ! A Z , then X is the closure of J. This extension is unique for -images of points in J that are not forward images under T of any discontinuities of T. Figure 2 . We introduce zippers" to de ne the identi cations of the vertical edges of the polygon to obtain a closed surface. The zippers begin at each of the corners along the top of the polygon and unzip the vertical edges down to a speci ed height given byã 2 R 4 . This is illustrated by di erent types of vertical lines in Figure 2 . In particular, for the vertical identi cations to be invariant with respect the longest zipper, is 6-pronged, or equivalently a branch point of the surface M of order 3. This is shown in Figure 5 . All other points on M have a total angle of 2, so there is only one branch point o f M. We note that Markov partitions always exist for pseudo-Anosov di eomorphisms 4 .
Let h i = 0 ; h i where h i the i th entry of the Perron Frobenius eigenvectorh of A t . We de ne partition P = fP 1 ; P 2 ; P 3 ; P 4 g of M where P i is the closure of J i h i . This partition of M is shown in Figure 6 . Given a pseudo-Anosov di eomorphism D on an orientable surface M, w e de ne a o w F t on the surface M as follows. First we x an orientation for the expanding foliation F u for D on M. Then, we de ne F t to be the ow that moves with unit speed in a positive direction along the leaves of F u . Note that F t in not well de ned on the singular leaf of F u , but it is de ned Lebesgue almost everywhere.
In our example, F t is the suspension of T with the return time function b h. The trajectory of a point in the ow F t will be used, in the next section, to de ne a tiling.
P 1 P 1 P 1 P 1 P 2 P 3 P 2 P 2 P 2 P 2 P 3 P 3 P 3 P 3 P 4 P 4 P 4 P 4 P 2 Figure 7 . DP. Let e U be a translation invariant set of tilings. We provide e U with the tiling topology cf 10 , 11 . In particular, two tilings are close if, up to a small translation, they agree on a large interval around the origin. One can show that the tiling space e U is compact and metrizable cf 5 , and the action of R on e U by translation is continuous. We call a closed, translation invariant subspace e V e U, together with the action t of R by translation, a tiling dynamical system. Let 2 R. A tiling U is -subdividing if for each U 2 U , U is a union of tiles in U, and also U = t 1 + U 0 U = t 2 + U 0 for some t 1 ; t 2 2 R. A new tiling EU, called the in ation of U, is de ned to be the collection of all the tiles in the union of U for all U 2 U. A tiling of R is called self-similar with expansion cf 11 , if it is -subdividing, has a nite number of local patterns, and has the local isomorphism property. The nite local patterns condition always holds for 1-dimensional tilings with nitely many tile types. The local isomorphism property i s equivalent to a tiling being an almost periodic point in a tiling dynamical system cf 10 . A 1-dimensional tiling space e V is said to satisfy an in ation if it is the orbit closure of a self-similar tiling. In this case the in ation E extends to continuous mapping on e V. Recall that F t is not de ned on the singular leaf, and thus is not de ned there. To x this, we are going to construct a new space by replacing the interval J in the suspension construction with the two sided substitution space X. In particular, we de ne a real valued function h on X by hx = h x0 = b h x. We de ne F Then EV = V.
Theorem 6.2. The tiling dynamical system e V; t , de ned as the orbit closure o f V, is minimal and uniquely ergodic. Moreover, it satis es an in ation with an ination map E that is an almost 1:1 extension of the pseudo-Anosov di eomorphism D.
Proof. The rst statement follows from Lemma 6.1 and the general theory of tiling dynamical systems in 11 . The second statement follows from the discussion preceding Theorem 6.1.
Let denote the unique invariant Borel measure for e V.
Theorem 6.3. The tiling dynamical system e V is weakly mixing, but not strongly mixing. Proof. Strongly mixing fails since the tiling space satis es an in ation cf 11 .
Weak mixing follows from the fact that the expansion coe cient is non-Pisot 11 .
7. The Dynamics of Measured Foliations We can use the preceding results to understand the dynamics of the unit speed ow along the expanding leaves for the pseudo-Anosov di eomorphism D on M.
However, this result is actually more general; it applies to an arbitrary pseudoAnosov di eomorphism of an oriented surface. Theorem 7.1. Let D be a pseudo-Anosov di eomorphism of an oriented surface M. Let F be the expanding or contracting foliation with a given orientation, and let be the corresponding expansion or contraction coe cient. Let F t be the unit speed ow in the positive direction on the nonsingular leaves of F. The ow F t , which is de ned Lebesgue a.e. on M, is minimal i.e., every orbit is dense and Lebesgue uniquely ergodic. It is not strongly mixing, but is weakly mixing if and only if is not Pisot.
Proof. We nd a Markov partition P for D and construct the corresponding tiling dynamical system. For a pseudo-Anosov di eomorphism D on an oriented surface M, it follows from Veech 14 that the map induced on a segment U F s by the ow F t along F s is always an interval exchange transformation T. With due care in the choice of U, one can insure T is self-inducing. Thus, as noted by V eech 14 , any pseudo-Anosov di eomorphism D on an oriented surface M can be obtained as a suspension of a self inducing interval exchange transformation.
